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ABSTRACT
Aim: The purpose of this study was to compare volumetric high-resolution computed tomography of the lungs,
which can be reconstructed in different planes and subjected to various post-processing techniques, to standard
high-resolution computed tomography of the lungs.
Patients and Methods: Sixty consecutive patients referred for high-resolution computed tomography of the
lungs were scanned using a 16-slice computed tomography scanner. Images of the entire chest were obtained
with a slice thickness of 0.625 mm. A kV of 120 and exposure varying from 100-320 mAs was used. Two sets
of images were obtained by reconstructing the raw data using a high spatial frequency algorithm. These
comprised 1.25-mm sections at 10 mm intervals (considered the standard data) and contiguous 0.625-mm thick
sections (considered the volumetric data). The volumetric images were reviewed with multiplanar reformation
on a dedicated workstation. The axial projections were also post-processed as maximum intensity projection
and minimum intensity projection. Analysis was done in terms of abnormality detection, characterisation and
extent and results for the standard and volumetric imaging were compared.
Results: Ten (7 with poor image quality, 3 with normal findings) out of 60 patients were excluded from the
study. Volumetric high-resolution computed tomography was found to provide additional findings in 80% of
the study population with documented lung disease in terms of detection (12%), characterisation (22%) and
depiction of the extent (46%) of the abnormality. Volumetric high-resolution computed tomography when post-
processed to maximum intensity projection/minimum intensity projection images was significantly superior to
the standard acquisition in terms of characterising and depicting the extent of the abnormalities (p < 0.05).
Multiplanar volume reformats were significantly better than the standard high-resolution computed tomography
in terms of determining the true extent of abnormalities (p < 0.05).
Conclusion: Volumetric high-resolution computed tomography with multiplanar reconstruction and post-processing
gives considerably more information than standard high-resolution computed tomography.

Key Words: Comparative study, Image processing, computer assisted, Lung diseases, Lung volume measurements,
Tomography, X-ray computed

INTRODUCTION
High-resolution computed tomography (HRCT) has
become the accepted method for the assessment of many
lung conditions, particularly bronchiectasis and diffuse
infiltrative lung diseases.1

© 2005 Hong Kong College of Radiologists

Many institutions perform HRCT using a protocol of
1- to 1.5-mm thick axial slices taken at 10-mm intervals,
which requires several breath-holds that can result
in misregistrations and artifacts due to respiratory
motions.2,3 Conventional computed tomography (CT)
scanners without the multidetector facility have prob-
lems in obtaining high-resolution scans of the whole
lung in a single breath-hold.

However, the advent of multidetector CT (MDCT)
scanners has greatly revolutionised the performance of
imaging by obtaining 4, 16 and currently up to 64 slices
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in a single rotation, thereby enabling volumetric acqui-
sition of data to be obtained. These scanners have a faster
table movement, quicker gantry rotation and can obtain
thin (0.5-mm) slices. Additionally, upgrading of com-
puter software and hardware has improved the overall
image quality and allows better two-dimensional and
three-dimensional reconstruction, so giving a better
depiction of the various pathologies.4,5 With MDCT
scanners, high-resolution volumetric scans of the chest
can be obtained in a single breath-hold without misreg-
istration artifact.6,7 Several recently published studies
have demonstrated the validity of volumetric scanning
by showing an increase in the diagnostic accuracy of
specific disease entities, but such volumetric scanning
was done only on selected portions of the lung.8-10

This study investigates the use of volumetric HRCT
(VHRCT) with its potential advantages of quick ac-
quisitions and post-processing in comparison with
conventional standard HRCT (SHRCT) in evaluating
abnormalities in a variety of lung diseases.

PATIENTS AND METHODS
From July 2003 to November 2003, a prospective study
was carried out on 60 consecutive patients (33 males
and 27 females; age range, 11 to 76 years; mean age,
56.3 years) referred for HRCT examination of the chest,
with the exclusion of three adults who could not hold
their breath for 20 seconds as well as those children
under 11, pregnant women and those with severe spinal
deformities. Recruited patients were clinically suspected
or documented to have diffuse lung disease or bronchiec-
tasis. Their final diagnoses were established either
from clinical grounds, biopsies, culture and cytological
examinations or respiratory function tests, as listed in
Table 1. The study was approved by the University of
Malaya Medical Centre Ethical Committee.

Helical scanning was carried out in the supine position
from lung apices to the base using a 16-slice MDCT
Light Speed 16 (General Electric Medical Systems,
Milwaukee, WI, USA). Scans were performed using the
following protocol: helical full rotation 0.5 seconds,
detector configuration of 16 x 0.625, beam collimation
of 10 mm, helical thickness of 0.625 mm, pitch of 1.75:
1 and a table speed of 17.5 mm/rotation. Images were
acquired at full inspiration from the apex of the lungs
to the base without intravenous contrast media. The
average scan time was 7 seconds and the field of view
was 25.6 cm. A fixed kV of 120 was used for all scans.
The patients were randomly selected with 20 of them

receiving 320 mAs, as suggested by the American
Society of Thoracic Radiology guidelines in accordance
to International Commission on Radiological Protection
60,11 30 receiving 160 mAs and 10 receiving 100 mAs.

From the volumetric raw data, two sets of images were
reconstructed: 1.25-mm thick axial slices reconstructed
at 10-mm intervals and 0.625-mm thick axial slices re-
constructed at 0.625-mm intervals (VHRCT). For both,
a high spatial frequency algorithm was applied using
a matrix of 512 x 512. The first set of images was
regarded as equivalent to the conventional SHRCT im-
ages and hard copies were put into the patient's X-ray
folder. Both these sets of images were then transferred
to a workstation (Advantage Windows 3.1; General
Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI, USA) and
0.625-mm axial slices (axial VHRCT) were reformatted
to various planes: sagittal, coronal and oblique multi-
planar volume reconstruction (MPVR). Maximum
intensity projection (MIP) and minimum intensity
projection (MinIP) algorithms were also applied to
reconstruct thicker “volume slabs” of 4-5 mm axial MIP
images and 1-2 mm MinIP images. The images were
viewed using a window width of 1000-1500 and win-
dow level of -600 to -800.

Two experienced radiologists independently analysed
the images with relevant clinical information available
from the request cards. Comparison was made between
the thin 0.625-mm axial slices (axial VHRCT), MPVR,
post-processed MIP/MinIP images and the standard
1.25-mm axial slices (SHRCT).

The radiological findings including reticular shadowing,
honey combing, emphysema, bronchiectasis, ground
glass densities, nodules, mosaic perfusion, bullae, cysts
and cavities were assessed,12 and scoring was made
based on a composite of these findings in terms of
detection, characterisation and extent of lesion using a

Table 1. Final diagnosis of the 53 patients in the study.

Diagnosis Number of patients (n = 53)

Interstitial pneumonitis 11
Tuberculosis and other infections 10
Bronchiectasis 8
Chronic airway disease 6
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 4
Bronchiolitis obliterans 3
Histiocytosis 2
Sarcoidosis 3
Lymphangitis carcinomatosa 2
Graft-versus-host disease 1
Normal 3
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five-point scale, as described by Chen et al.13 A score of
2 was given if both sets of images gave equal infor-
mation. A score 3 was given if more information was
revealed in the reformatted images, and a score of 4
if significant additional information was obtained.
Similarly, if less information was noted as compared
to the standard images, a score of 1 or 0 was given. If
there was a difference in interpretation between the
two observers, a decision was reached by consensus.
A separate comparison was also made between the
images taken at various exposures to determine if the
identification of an abnormality in terms of detection,
characterisation and extent was impaired.

In every patient, the scores of each individual criterion
were compared and statistically calculated using
Wilcoxon’s matched pairs signed rank test. Summation
of the scores obtained from the three criteria of detection,
characteristic, and extent assessed yielded the total sum
for each patient.

RESULTS
On analysis, 7 of the 10 patients who were scanned us-
ing the lowest mAs were excluded from the study (70%
of this study group), as the image quality was too poor
for interpretation. Of the remaining 53 patients, 3 were
normal; thus, only 50 patients showed various patterns
of parenchymal abnormalities for analysis.

Overall, additional findings were identified in 80% of
the study population by VHRCT in terms of detection
(6 patients, 12%), characterisation (11 patients, 22%)
and depiction of the extent (23 patients, 46%) of the
abnormality. Owing to the better detection and charac-
terisation of abnormalities by multiplanar reformatting
and post-processing techniques, a change of diagnosis
was made in three patients (two bronchiectasis, one
infective nodule).

Although a better score was noted in detecting the ab-
normalities by use of VHRCT methods as compared
with the conventional SHRCT, statistical significance
was not reached. However, in characterising and

depicting the extent of the abnormalities, volumetric
MIP/MinIP was shown to be significantly better in the
former (p < 0.05) and both the MPVR and MIP/MinIP
images were better in the latter (p < 0.05).

The mean scores and standard deviation between SHRCT
and various applications of VHRCT are summarised
in Table 2 and presented as a histogram in Figure 1. In
each patient, the scores were compared and statistically
calculated using Wilcoxon’s matchedpairs signed rank
test for each individual criterion. Table 3 shows the
number of patients better assessed by VHRCT methods
(average score of at least 3).

Standard Axial Versus Maximum and
Minimum Intensity Projection
In terms of characterising an abnormality, volumetric MIP/
MinIP images were significantly superior to the con-
ventional SHRCT (2.66 ± 0.91 vs 1.96 ± 0.19; p < 0.05).
The extent of the abnormalities were also significantly

Table 2. Comparison of axial standard high-resolution computed tomography (SHRCT) with axial volumetric high-resolution computed
tomography (VHRCT), multiplanar volume reconstruction (MPVR) and maximum intensity projection/minimum intensity projection (MIP/
MinIP). Data are mean ± standard deviation.*

Criterion Axial VHRCT MPVR MIP/MinIP

Detection 2.06 ± 0.23 2.08 ± 0.38 2.08 ± 0.43
Characterisation 2.02 ± 0.13 2.15 ± 0.49 2.66 ± 0.91 (p < 0.05)
Extent 2.09 ± 0.29 2.64 ± 0.78 (p < 0.05) 2.81 ± 0.71 (p < 0.05)

* Axial standard high-resolution computed tomography is given an arbitrary value of 2.0. Calculations done at 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 1. Comparison of mean scores for the different diagnostic
criteria with use of conventional standard high-resolution computed
tomography (SHRCT) and volumetric high-resolution computed
tomography (VHRCT), together with multiplanar volume reconstruc-
tion (MPVR) and maxium intensity projection/minimum intensity
projection (MIP/MinIP). SHRCT is arbitrarily given a score 2.
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better demonstrated compared with the conventional
SHRCT when images were reconstructed to MIP/MinIP
(2.81 ± 0.71 vs 1.96 ± 0.19; p < 0.05), but improvements
in detection were not significant (Table 2).

Nine patients were better characterised by using MIP
images (score of at least 3 on average). As MIP images
better determine the pattern of distribution of nodules
as peribronchovascular or centrilobular, and owing
to a high incidence of tuberculosis in our study, these
were better seen on MIP images as ‘tree-in-bud’ ap-
pearance (Figure 2). MIP was also better in detection in

one patient whose nodular lesion was missed on the
standard scans (Figure 3).

On the other hand, MinIP proved to be superior to
SHRCT in displaying focal areas of low attenuation,
such as emphysema, cyst, bullae and cavities. In three
patients with bronchiectasis, subtle air trapping seen
in MinIP helped in detection of otherwise unsuspected
foci of bronchiolitis.

The true extent of abnormality was better depicted by
MIP in 15 patients. On the contrary, MIP/MinIP images

Table 3. Number of patients with average score of at least 3 showing improvement in assessment with use of volumetric high-resolution
computed tomography methods.

Criterion MPVR MIP/MinIP Overall result

Detection  2  4 (3 by MinIP, 1 by MIP) 6 (12%)
Characterisation  3  9 (by MIP) 11* (22%)
Extent of abnormalities  8 15 (by MIP) 23 (46%)

* In one patient, benefit was achieved with both methods.
Abbreviations: MPVR = multiplanar volume reconstruction; MIP/MinIP = maximum intensity projection/minimum intensity projection.

Figure 2. Standard high-resolution computed tomography (SHRCT) [a] and maximum intensity processing (MIP) [b] in a patient with
tuberculosis. The MIP image shows small centilobular nodules and an extensive ‘tree in bud’ appearance (arrow). SHRCT (c) and MIP (d)
in a patient with sarcoidosis. The MIP image confirms that the nodules are in a bronchovascular distribution (arrow).

(c) (d)

(a) (b)
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showed a lesser score in 2 patients with pulmonary
oedema in which interlobular septal thickening was not
well demonstrated.

Standard Axial Versus Multiplanar Volume
Reconstruction
The extent of abnormalities was significantly better dem-
onstrated when images were reconstructed to MPVR
compared with the conventional SHRCT (2.64 ± 0.78
vs 1.96 ± 0.19; p < 0.005), although characterisation
and detection were not significantly better (Table 2).

Volumetric images viewed in MPVR were shown to be
better in demonstrating the extent of disease as com-
pared to SHRCT, particularly in assessing patients
with bronchiectasis. In 2 patients, MPVR detected
bronchiectasis that was missed on the standard scans
(Figure 4). MPVR characterised the various types of
bronchiectasis more effectively in three patients with
cystic bronchiectasis by demonstrating the continuation
of bronchi in both longitudinal and axial plane (Figure
5). Masses, cavities and other cystic lesions are also
detected and localised more easily in MPVR (Figure 6).
However, in two patients, MPVR showed spurious
areas of increased attenuation which were due to
motion and pulsation artifacts.

Standard Axial Versus Axial Volumetric
No significant differences were seen in any of the
criteria between the axial SHRCT and the axial VHRCT.
However, added confidence was given in diagnosing
the extent of the abnormality in 7 patients with margin-
ally better scores.

Dose Consideration
Reduction of radiation dose from the standard acquisi-
tion of 320 to 160 mAs did not affect the diagnostic

variation between the two observers. However, mAs
level of 100 produced non-diagnostic scans in 7 out of
10 patients (70%). The effective radiation dose calcu-
lated for the conventional SHRCT is 2.3 mSV. The
radiation doses for volumetric acquisition using differ-
ent mAs values are given in Table 4.

DISCUSSION
The advent of spiral CT and computer software has
dramatically altered thoracic imaging. In a preliminary
study done on 20 patients in the assessment of diffuse
lung disease, Bhalla et al found that MIP and MinIP
images frequently identified abnormalities correctly.14

However, no attempts were made to optimise the tech-
nique or compare the results to the conventional HRCT
scans. Gavelli et al, on the other hand, found that
relative to the conventional HRCT, VHRCT depicted
lung patterns better, but the surface radiation dose was
2.8 times higher.15 Using a similar volumetric approach,
Fortheringham et al detected subtle areas of decreased
attenuation caused by small airways disease which
were enhanced with post-processing MinIP images.16

Remy-Jardin et al demonstrated the value of post-
processing MIP in assessing micronodular lung dis-
eases.17 Most recently, Beigelman-Aubry et al illustrated
that two-dimensional reformatted images are now of
equal importance to two-dimensional axial images in
diagnosing specific diffuse lung diseases using MDCT
and post-processing techniques.18

MDCT has taken thoracic imaging into a whole new
dimension. In a recent study done on fifty patients,
Studler et al found that reconstructed high-resolution
images generated from MDCT data acquisition are of
comparable quality to images obtained using conven-
tional axial HRCT and concluded that a comprehensive
diagnosis is feasible in patients with suspected diffuse

Figure 3. Standard high-resolution computed tomography (SHRCT) [a] and maximum intensity processing (MIP) [b] images. The MIP
image shows small nodules which were difficult to appreciate and distinguish from vessels on the SHRCT. One of the nodules is arrowed.

(b)(a)
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Chen et al in their study comparing different imaging
techniques.13 For ethical reasons, we did not perform
conventional SHRCT examination and volumetric ac-
quisition techniques on the same patient. We assumed
the reconstructed 1.25-mm thick slices to be the SHRCT;
the latter approach has benefits in that the fusion of data
acquired from narrow collimation decreases noise and
reduces partial volume effects.

Window settings on CT have a profound effect on the
object size such as in bronchial thickening and may have
altered the conspicuity of grey scale differences in our
study. Standard window settings are optimal for the axial
conventional, volumetric and MIP images, but a nar-
rower window setting is optimal for viewing MinIP
images. Thus, in our study window settings for the com-
parison pairs were standardised within a preset range.
Although the conventional way of scanning 1 mm of

Figure 4. Standard high-resolution computed tomography (a) shows a scar (arrow) which is difficult to appreciate on the axial view.
Coronal multiplanar volume reconstruction (b) clearly shows the abnormality (arrow). Sagittal reconstruction (c) shows the abnormality as
well as some bronchial dilatation in the left lower lobe (arrow).

lung diseases by obtaining a single scan.19 Prasad et al
found that HRCT image quality is acceptable for evalu-
ation of normal anatomical structures even with a
low- dose technique.20 Multiplanar reformatting gained
its popularity when Remy-Jardin et al demonstrated
that coronal reformations provide diagnostic accuracy
equivalent to axial HRCT slices.8

In our study, multiplanar reformatting and post-process-
ing enabled a change of diagnosis in three patients (2 of
them with bronchiectasis and another with an infective
nodule), and in many gave additional information on
the extent and character of the abnormalities, hence
increasing confidence in the diagnosis.

We attempted to make our results more consistent. In
order to make the comparison of images more objective,
a 5-point scoring system was used, as described by

(c)(a)

(b)
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the lung at every 10-mm interval with multiple breath-
holds is an established technique in evaluating diffuse
lung disease, one of its main drawbacks is missing
pathology because of sampling limitations (9 mm out
of every 10 mm of lung is left unimaged). Moreover,
the actual skipped lung volume may be larger due to
respiratory misregistration. These disadvantages can be
overcome by volumetrically acquiring the lung in a
single breath-hold with thinner collimation using a
16-slice MDCT scanner. The scanning time is about
6 seconds and most patients can hold their breath
within the targeted time. Nevertheless, three patients
(accounting for about 4.3% of cases) in the study were
excluded as they were too dyspnoeic for a single breath-
hold examination Their omission does bring some bias
to the study as their images would give poor results in
the MPVR slices. A slice thickness of 0.625 mm is
better than the standard 1.25 mm slices in providing

more detailed morphological information for identify-
ing the smallest visible bronchi and vessels to the pleura
due to the increased spatial resolution and reduced par-
tial volume averaging. These findings were confirmed
in a study by Takahashi and Murata, who compared
0.5-mm with 2.0-mm thick HRCT images. 21

Scans were performed using 0.625-mm collimation,
lowest field of view of 25.6 cm and highest matrix size
of 512 x 512 to result in voxels that can build up the
volume data to a cube. This so-called isotropic imaging
optimises post-processing techniques and obviates the
need for direct scanning in multiple planes, thus pro-
viding excellent reconstructed images.

As the bronchial tree is a geometrically complex structure,
accurate assessment on partially acquired lung volume
in the axial plane alone is difficult. The longitudinal

Figure 5. Standard high-resolution computed tomography (a), coronal multiplanar volume reconstructions (b) and sagittal recon-
structions (c) in a patient with cystic bronchiectasis. The reconstructed images show that the cystic structures (arrows) are dilated
bronchi.

(c)

(b)

(a)
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extent of abnormalities is best demonstrated by sagittal,
coronal or oblique MPVR, whereas the transverse ex-
tent is most clearly revealed by axial VHRCT.

MPVR better demonstrates the extent and segmental
anatomy to the surgeon if resection for bronchiectasis
is contemplated. Besides, MPVR can characterise the
various types of bronchiectasis more confidently by
demonstrating the continuation of bronchi in both
longitudinal and axial plane as was observed in three
patients with cystic bronchiectasis (Figure 5). In the

present study, MPVR proved particularly useful
because of the high incidence of patients referred with
bronchiectasis.

The axial volumetric slices in MPVR are viewed
sequentially with the corresponding sagittal and coro-
nal reformats, making it easier to appreciate abnormali-
ties and their relationship to the adjacent structures rather
than just viewing the axial slices alone. This was par-
ticularly useful in assessing patients with histiocytosis
(Figure 7). Masses, cavities and other cystic lesions are
also detected and localised easily (Figure 6). However,
in two patients, MPVR that showed spurious areas of
increased attenuation which were due to motion and
pulsation artifacts.

Post-processing MIP and MinIP images were advanta-
geous in terms of characterising and determining the
actual extent of certain abnormalities. While MIP im-
ages consistently identify nodules, MinIP images were
found to be good in demonstrating low attenuation

Table 4. Calculated effective radiation doses based on Win-Dose
using International Commission on Radiological Protection 60 for
standard high-resolution computed tomography (SHRCT) and
volumetric high-resolution computed tomography (VHRCT) at
various levels of mAs.

Technique Exposure Dose
(mAs) (mSv)

SHRCT (1.250 mm - 10 mm gap) 320 2.29
VHRCT (0.625 mm - no gap) 320 6.10
VHRCT (0.625 mm - no gap) 160 3.05
VHRCT (0.625 mm - no gap) 100 1.90

Figure 6. Standard high-resolution computed tomography (a), coronal multiplanar volume reconstruction (b) and sagittal recon-
structions (c). The reconstructed images show the position of the mycetoma clearly (arrows) in the apicoposterior segment of the
left upper lobe.

(c)(a)

(b)
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structures such as emphysema, bullae and focal air trap-
ping as well as areas of ground glass shadowing.

By applying the MIP algorithm, the brightest pixels
encountered along each ray are projected, hence a
much longer segment of interlobular and intralobular
vessels can be depicted. Instead of projecting the ray
through the entire volume, MIP was performed on
axial slices of 5-mm thickness. Bhalla et al and Remy-
Jardin et al found the 5-mm slices to be 100% sensitive
in detecting micronodules.14,17 Thinner slices of 1-2 mm
are not adequate to differentiate tiny micronodules
from background vasculature. On the other hand, thicker
slices of 8 mm are not reliable for identificiation of
low attenuation smaller nodules. The improvement in
identification of vessels and nodules allows for clearer
characterisation of the nodules and discrimination

Figure 7. Standard high-resolution computed tomography (a), coronal multiplanar volume reformation (b) and sagittal reconstructions (c)
in a patient with histiocytosis showing numerous cysts of differing sizes (white arrows) predominantly in the upper lobes, not connecting
with the bronchial tree (black arrows).

of centrilobular or peribronchovascular distribution
(Figure 2).

The minimum intensity algorithm enables pixels to
encode the minimum attenuated voxel value during
reconstruction along each ray. Airways are visualised
because air contained in the bronchial tree is lower in
attenuation than surrounding lung parenchyma. As
the bronchial wall is not visualised in MinIP images,
recognising and characterising traction bronchiectasis
in patients with diffuse pulmonary fibrosis becomes
easier. In addition, subtle attenuation differences that
may not be appreciated on standard inspiratory images
are clearer when reconstructed in MinIP due to the
increase in contrast resolution (Figure 8).16 In patients
with bronchiectasis, subtle air trapping helped in
detection of otherwise unsuspected foci of bronchiolitis.

(b)

(a) (c)
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Although MinIP can better show areas of inhomogenous
parenchymal density, these may not be areas of air
trapping.16 Previous studies have pointed out the diffi-
culty in distinguishing air trapping associated with air-
way disease from persistent decrease in attenuation in
patients with vascular disease; expiratory HRCT is nec-
essary for this purpose. Even though a proportion of
our patients had small airway disease, we did not per-
form expiratory HRCT in view of the radiation dose
involved. We thus relied heavily on the reconstructed
MinIP images in identification of air trapping.

However, a particular disadvantage of MinIP projections
is their susceptibility to respiratory motion and cardiac
pulsation artifacts that produce spurious areas of
attenuation, a feature that can lead to misleading appear-
ances. Areas of low attenuation mimicking emphysema
seen adjacent to the mediastinum in MinIP are caused by
beam-hardening which is a consequence of the mediasti-
num preferentially absorbing lower energy photons.

Another disadvantage of post-processing is that the
whole data set acquired is not used; only certain voxels

are selected to show maximum and minimum intensities,
hence limiting the ability to evaluate the relationship
between an abnormality and adjacent structures. For
example, MIP images lose 95% of the original data,
so making relationships to the adjacent structures more
difficult to appreciate.

It is useful to analyse reconstructed slices of the
volumetric high-resolution data in MPVR and MIP/
MinIP with constant referral to axial images in standard
windowing to avoid misleading artifacts. Although
multislice helical CT increases diagnostic capabilities,
the massive amount of data generated by this technique
may test the limits of the image archiving system. For
the computerised manipulation of the images, a work-
station is essential and is now standard with most new
equipment. Careful attention to correct data acquisition
with reconstruction of an adequate number of transverse
sections and appropriate windowing are necessary to
obtain optimum images.

An additional feature of our study was to determine the
feasibility of reduction of the radiation dose to the
patient (by using lower mAs) in producing diagnostic
quality of images. We found that the image quality was
not affected by reducing the mAs from 320 to 160, but
mAs of 100 frequently produced non-diagnostic images.

CONCLUSION
In conclusion, VHRCT with multiplanar reconstruction
and post-processing provides increased resolution
and easier appreciation of anatomical coverage and is
expected to have a positive impact on the diagnosis of
various lung diseases. Our study shows that in com-
parison to the conventional SHRCT, VHRCT with the
application of post-processing techniques is significantly
better for determining the character of an abnormality
and its extent (p < 0.05). Now that multislice scanners
are in general use, it is valuable to perform volumetric
imaging and view the images in MIP, MinIP and MPVR
for all patients. New modalities for data transfer and
data archiving will have to be devised to make use of
the vast potential of VHRCT acquisition. In order to
reduce radiation dose, we also recommend the use of
160mAs in the image acquisition.
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